Xakia’s tools bring you effortless

An Intelligent Legal Department
Imagine having sophisticated data analytics at your fingertips, allowing you to
understand, analyze and optimize your legal function.

Legal Department Intelligence.

A Legal Department that can swiftly articulate its workload, identify skills
gaps and adjust resourcing decisions will survive (and thrive) in a world of
rapidly and ever-expanding regulatory change.

Why do you need Legal Department Intelligence?
While every Law Department is different – and some teams, budgets and
regulatory pressures are bigger than others – every business can benefit
from additional insight on capacity, capability and cost.
Xakia’s tools gather and synthesize data, which allows you to:
Build a more productive team.
Improved visibility eliminates redundancy and “who’s doing what”
guesswork and duplication.
Match the right resources to the right work.
Better deploy your team and monitor your law firms’ projects, tasks,
deadlines and budgets.
Control your budget.
Watch budget benchmarks in real time – for individual matters, categories
of work, each firm or overall – so you are never caught by surprise.
Tie your team to the company strategy.
Stay focused on what matters – and demonstrate your value to the C-suite
and to your internal business clients.

SIGN UP TODAY
xakiatech.com

Save hundreds of hours every year.
Automated dashboards and reporting help you fight your everyday fires,
slashing the time spent on administrative work.

FEATURES

Xakia

Xakia Plus

Xakia Advance

Legal Intake and Triage
·· Customize request types
·· Receive and allocate work
·· Central portal

$45(US)

$70(US)

$90(US)

Matter Data
Dashboards
Reports

Matter Data
Dashboards
Reports
External Fee Management
Legal Intake and Triage

Matter Data
Dashboards
Reports
External Fee Management
Legal Intake and Triage
Registers

Matter Management
·· Rapid matter input
·· Status updates for visibility
·· Manage tasks and deadlines
External Fee Management
·· Track matter estimates
·· Track budget and sub-budgets
·· Rate external resources
Dashboards and Reports
·· Clean, interactive interface
·· Automated and customizable reports
·· Sophisticated data analytics
Registers
·· Centralize dispute data
·· Track key dates
·· Spot critical trends
LegalTech Integrations
·· Foundational work tools
·· Document Management
·· eBilling

per user

per user

per user

Xakia has no sign on cost, includes a free 30 day trial and is charged on a month to month basis.

“Xakia allows us to monitor and keep
track of all ongoing matters with ease
and efficiency. Team collaboration is
enhanced by having matters centrally
located and easily accessible from any
location. The ability to produce tailored
reports in real time has been a great
asset to the team and the business, and
with each new update and instalment,
we get better value from Xakia.”

“Xakia provides reporting and data
visualization tools that highlights
the legal team’s contribution to the
business. For the user it’s so simple
and quick to use.”

Visit www.xakiatech.com to read more Xakia
client stories, access Legal Department
Intelligence templates and resources, and
start your free trial subscription.
USA 650-614-1039 AUST (03) 8362-3792

FAQs
How secure is my data?
All data is stored on the Microsoft Azure servers. Azure’s
compliance with a broad set of international and industryspecific compliance standards and Xakia’s rigorous internal
practices ensure your data is well protected.
Can I import and export data?
Existing data can be easily imported into Xakia using our
standard templates. We would be happy to assist you with
this. Data captured in the Xakia system can be exported at
any time into a range of formats.
How is the technology implemented?
Xakia is a cloud-based system, so there are no excessive
implementation costs or processes. You simply fill in an
online form to capture details about your team and its
structure, the types of work you do and the law firms you
engage with – then you are ready to begin.
How do I generate reports?
Report formats can be automatically generated or tailored
to suit your needs. Once you perfect your format, it can be
set to ‘auto-generate’ and stored in the archive to deploy
whenever you need it.
Can we tailor our Xakia platform?
Yes! We would be happy to assist you with modifications.
Contact a Xakia rep for more details.

